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Oftentimes there are people who constantly accuse people that do better at anything of being egoistical and so on. This also extends on many people who are actually doing things for other people.

In reality, the striking majority of people in this world, are pure egoists. And by pure egoists, I will explain simply what I mean. Unless an authority came up and forced them to even work, most wouldn't even work.

Ego, as Nietzsche has explained, is a confused situation, that has been completely misinterpreted. As one advances in meditations and walls come down in the mind, this starts to be understood. From the ashes of the dead low "ego", rises an actual self, which is not only many times more powerful than the low tier ego, but is also able to actually partake in creation and in the world.

Many people think that they are original thinkers, have "discovered themselves", or that they have a "personality" just because they disagree with others, or generally act in selfish ways. They believe that this is the core of the so called "individual". The sight of course of other "Egos" is what makes each other recoil, and creates warfare. The above functions of the ego are half the story.

Most people today have not really discovered themselves, they just have a samsaric version of themselves that they follow, a so called husk of what they really are. The more this husk exists and retains itself, the more it creates imbalanced situations in a person that eventually lead to self-destruction. People of this century are so sick they can hardly co-exist even with a pet or an animal. If they can, some are so bad that even a cat suffers from their company.

Instead of anyone speaking out about this situation, we constantly tell people that "this is the meaning of life" and that they "must do that". I will tell you only the truth here, these utterly selfish tendencies are lower than those of animals, and in another case, they also don't represent a healthy adult. In a healthy psychological development, that is only one aspect of the personality, not the whole of the personality. Many people exist as if this was all there is to it.

There are reasons on why so much isolation is happening for human beings, and why nobody listens to anyone anymore, or why even the basic family unit is "unbearable" for many. While families might have drama in them, they are at
least a manifestation of life. While not perfect, they reflect life's realities and other imperfections. This extends to the society.

Of course, nobody likes to listen to the reality of any of this, and rather, many enjoy stoning people that might alert them to that end. Has anyone here tried to advise any Christian to change anything, or tell them something smart? I am sure you weren't treated well over this.

Frequently, I have also been attacked based on this false perception of what is an ego and what is a self. In regards to this, it leaves me unaffected, as I know that 9 out of 10 my daily thoughts are directed on other people and beings, or the well-being of others. I have lived without an "ego" of this kind for a long time.

Honestly, I will also tell everyone another thing. HPS Maxine and I have all along our lives been disgusted how this treatment of humanity is. While however the turn towards one's self solely might look justified based on this general condition of the world, this is not what helps anyone else, and in the end of the road, it also does not help one's self. It certainly doesn't better the world.

This might not make much sense, but as one meditates, you'll see it clearly. If some sentences above don't make much sense to you now, return on this post after you have done the meditation that has brought you in front of these questions.

Past a point in your self-development, you'll start wanting to do more with your existence, be this family, animals, friends, community, town, city - whatever have you. Notice: It's selfdevelopment that leads you to the above conclusion at some point. Not just the idle creation of an "ego", but rather, a true indulging into the "Know Thyself" quote of Apollonian mystery.

Much of this world is just a shit circus that you can serve it and help it for 10 or 100 years, then you die homeless in a room like Tesla did, possibly penniless, for trying to help the shit cattle that calls itself proudly as "humanity" without really having divulged at all into what it REALLY means to be a human.

Tesla was of the best human beings, a most lofty soul, to the limit of that such souls are so divine, that one might ask what he was doing here in the first place. Regardless, these souls still come here and try to help humanity, especially at specific intervals, and I am sure

Tesla wouldn't see the matter in this way, but that's the objective view of this. Humanity has to build itself up to a deserving level to get people like this to lead it or help it in the future. Tesla also didn't finish his heavenly work because of the
enemy, from which he chose to not defend himself, since he focused more on his mission and less in considering the failures of the low beings, such as even those of the enemy. If things were different, other people should have been protecting Tesla like the pupil of their own eye. Yet, as the situation had it, this didn't really occur.

For this reason, anyone who wants to do good, must also be ready to have protection against these injustices of this world. As it's our duty to become better it's also our duty to turn this outwards and fight the lack of light, and the evil, but also defend what is decent in this world.

In the past, people actually had a sense of hierarchy and proportion, but now we are at the height of the Kali Yuga, or the lowest age according of Hesiod.

So, I advise every people of substance and value, to guard yourselves against loss because the tin and shit metal is going to want to destroy the gold. Take any nugget you can find from everywhere, and hoard the spiritual wealth, and advance with it, but be mindful that we are in the lowest age of Hesiod right now, and it's about to get heated.

Thoth, in his works, also explains the very same thing. Humanity doesn't really listen, and that's also the reason why so many people fail. Despite of this, they don't admit it, and they keep repeating the same mistakes again and again, trying to walk into the same labyrinth over and over again. The cycle continues.

The fact that the enemy is literally surfacing telling people in their face that they will put them in a virtual pod with diodes in their brain, and while the heads of this world are planning this, yet some souls have "no time" to care about any of this, is beyond alarming. That height of crimes has never happened before. That's some real Kali Yuga straight in our face, type of situation.

If humanity was completely alone, I would know it's a done deal. Thankfully, we still do have the Gods.

Of course, every shit human I ever met knows better. We know better than the Pyramids, the Ancient Philosophers, the Sun, the Moon, whatever - everyone just knows better. The ever decreasing quality of humanity is testament of the force of gravity and how the closer one is to the epicenter of a black hole, the more they will be suckered into it. For a while, we will see quite a lot of light being absorbed into this rift, yet, it will scream to itself and to you too, that it's doing the right thing.
They know so much better than anyone else but their whole existence, physically and astrally, is just a total disaster. Above all, they know how to block any and all input that might help them with religious levels of adherence, constantly and unceasingly. They defend what they think is themselves, to extents that nothing is no longer received.

Regardless, the point has to be related, that so long this is maintained as the main course of humanity, humanity must forget the Godhead and anything meaningful. Only individuals will be able to advance in this system, hopefully, helping some other people in the process.

The road to the Gods is rather narrow, it's not as open as the enemy claims. A lie can be believed by all, and it's certainly nothing major to just have to "believe in Jesus" and to "be saved". Lies are welcoming to everyone. And because they are easy, they have consumed many and as we get to the height of the Kali Yuga, they will consume more.

We are currently only seeing "glimpses" of the next Satya Yuga, but that is great and hopeful. The people who are wise and meditate will already have caught glimpses of this coming beauty. For the rest, they will be reincarnating constantly, until they either get destroyed or enslaved by the enemy, or if other kinder souls [like we do here] attempt to reverse it and manage to do that, we will borrow them time but they cannot continue down this road forever.

Regardless, we cannot bail out all of humanity and reverse the Kali Yuga on our own, only even the blunt. We must certainly try our earnest. At the same rate, everyone here is also obligated to advance themselves through the practices.

Anyway, to cross past the drivel quickly, the real "Ego" is yourself and our connectedness to other beings, combined. Those who exist only for themselves, I wish you really good luck, since you care only about yourself and nothing else. In the grand design, the Gods have actually put us here in order to learn how to exist with others too, except of finding ourselves. This involves all sorts of states of personal and collective being.

In most people that speak against the "Ego" of the strong, it's the reverse, they are in their head all day. Their lives from the morning to night is nothing but a recurring repetition of their own personal low tier poetry. Nothing is gained, if anything is gained, it's spent back on one's self, and certainly nothing is given.

In that effect, they also think their valuation of a situation has to be the most important there is, denying the realities that take place in front of them. This
leaves unaffected all beings in the universe let alone those who know any real knowledge.

The reason the Gods deny the help towards quite a few people, is simply because they don't do nothing at all. Most people inquire the Gods for totally selfish objectives. The Gods do indeed help even with these "selfish" objectives, but these generally don't help people or humanity in anyway.

The same people that will only mail me about their personal life, their personal care, what they believe, the list goes, are also frequently the people that do nothing about others. Even these schedules we do spiritually, quite a few people don't participate, simply because they are that self-absorbed or selfish. This category of people does also believe that this approach is the best strategy about existence or life, but it is the exact reverse. When one takes this route of life, they forsake their own destiny.

There are also quite a few delusional people that think that if you "advance" past a point, then you go to a mountain and abandon everyone else. Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, if you actually advance and all you do is literally abandon everything, the investment of the time of the Gods would be wasted. The Gods want people to turn back and give help, until people move on.

Generally, look at the objective work of people. While most people for example complain about those at the top of the world, it's generally the case that the people at the top in just about anything are the people who do at least something for other people. The pyramid of life is inverse.

I've seen many people just accuse me for example, but not many people who want to do more or even have done 1%. In the inverse, people who are working here daily do understand the above and therefore would never engage into this, as a Satanist that is for real can understand another in that regard. To the people who want to do nothing or help at nothing, only consuming, I will say that these people are not at liberty to dictate anything to nobody.

In retrospect, these humans that do nothing and don't even have the moral decency to understand anything, but want more for themselves than they are entitled to, they consider that others are unjustly where they are. Since they don't really want to do anything, the easier solution becomes to attack others that do, and hope that you find others that share with you the same downwards spiral sentiment to join someone in this ever-downwards spiral.
We are all free to choose our spirals. Good luck to people who will choose the lower spiral, but don't expect to be allowed to interfere with those that want to get an elevator to a higher level.
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